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In autumn-winter 2021–2022, the second floor of Palazzo Reali 
will host a selection of works by artists of the museum’s 
collections.
The five rooms juxtapose paintings, sculptures, photographs, 
works on paper and mixed media by artists of different 
generations and provenance. Their careers, linguistic choices 
and formal outcomes are, on the one hand, similar in certain 
aspects, and, on the other hand, profoundly unique. 
The 50 or so works on display offer a cross-section of art from 
the second half of the 20th century: from the 1920s photography 
of Florence Henri and Tina Modotti to the contemporary shots of 
Fiorenza Bassetti and Stefania Beretta; from the diaphanous 
figurative painting of Silvia Gertsch to the more Surreal one of 
Meret Oppenheim; from the explorations of Ivana Falconi and 
Miriam Cahn on the face and body, to  the materials research of 
Ingeborg Lüscher, Luisa Figini, Teres Wydler and Isabelle Krieg; 
from the minimalist practice of Gloria Graham, Adriana Beretta 
and Roni Horn, up to the ‘inflorescences’ of Silvia Bächli and 
Margherita Turewicz-Lafranchi.

Artists on show:

• Silvia Bächli (*1956)
• Fiorenza Bassetti (*1948)
• Adriana Beretta (*1950)
• Stefania Beretta (*1957)
• Aenne Biermann (1898-1933)
• Mariapia Borgnini (*1952)
• Miriam Cahn (*1949)
• Ivana Falconi (*1970)
• Luisa Figini (*1954)
• Ruth Ann Fredenthal (*1938)
• Silvia Gertsch (*1963)
• Gloria Graham (*1940)
• Florence Henri (1893-1982)
• Roni Horn (*1955)
• Isabelle Krieg (*1971)
• Ingeborg Lüscher (*1936)
• Piritta Martikainen (*1978)
• Tina Modotti (1896-1942)
• Ruth Moro (*1944)
• Meret Oppenheim (1913-1985)
• Carole Seborovski (*1960)
• Margherita Turewicz-Lafranchi (*1961)
• Teres Wydler (*1945)



Silvia Bächli (b. 1956)
Silvia Bächli studied drawing at the Schule für Gestaltung in Basel 
(1976–80). From 1977, she attended the École supérieure d’arts 
visuels in Geneva. As of 1985, besides Basel, Paris became her 
second place of residence and work. In 1987, she had a solo exhibition 
at the Kunsthalle Basel, and in 1989 at the Museum für 
Gegenwartskunst, Basel. In the years 1992−2006 she taught at the 
Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste in Karlsruhe. She travelled 
several times to Iceland, and a longer stay in 2008 resulted in a body 
of photographic works created jointly with Eric Hattan. Bächli 
represented Switzerland together with Fabrice Gygi at the Venice 
Biennale of 2009. Since the beginning of her artistic career she has 
focused primarily on drawing, particularly favouring ink, Indian ink, wax 
crayons and black gouache. With these techniques she develops a 
spectrum of nuances ranging from almost transparent grey to deep 
black, from washed brush drawings to thickly painted surfaces. Bächli 
explores the nuances and the expressive quality of line.

Fiorenza Bassetti (b. 1948)
Fiorenza Bassetti attended the École nationale supérieure des 
beaux-arts and the Académie de la Grande Chaumière in Paris 
(1970-71), and then the two fine arts academies in Rome and in Milan 
(1972-74), from which she graduated in painting. In 1974–78 she 
specialized in engraving techniques in Urbino, Venice and Paris, 
particularly at the studios of Johnny Friedlaender and Stanley William 
Hayter. She participated in the Rencontres de la photographie d’Arles 
(1978–79) and took an experimental course in computer art at the 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago (1987–88). Subsequently, she 
moved to a studio at the Centre genevois de gravure contemporaine in 
Geneva (1989–90). She received the Federal Fine Arts Grant in 1975, 
1977 and 1978, expanding the series of awards she won in the fields 
of painting, engraving, photography and Computer Art. In 1998 she 
spent a residency at the Swiss Institute in Rome, and in 2002 and 
2004 at the Swiss Institute in Venice. Her numerous solo exhibitions 
held in Ticino and transalpine Switzerland since 1976 include those at 
the Museo cantonale d’arte in Lugano (1990 and 2010), the Galleria 
SPSAS in Locarno (1992 and 2000), La Fabbrica in Losone (2006-
07), the Museo Vincenzo Vela in Ligornetto (2010), the CACT Centro 
d’Arte Contemporanea Ticino in Bellinzona (2012) and Casa Pasquée 
in Massagno (2012).

Adriana Beretta (b. 1950)
Born in Brissago, after the diploma from the Scuola Magistrale in 
Locarno, she attended the Kunstakademie in Munich (1972–74) and 
subsequently took courses at DAMS (Drama, Art and Music Studies) 
of Bologna University. Towards the end of the 1970s she 
experimented with installations and photographs, and then in the 
1980s turned her attention to pictorial art, which she still continues to 
explore (oils, acrylics, mixed media, drawings). In 1976 she was 
awarded the Federal Fine Arts Grant. She has travelled widely, 
including several important trips to Middle Eastern and Arab countries, 
Thailand (1991 and 1993) and subsequently Africa. Between 1998 
and 2002 she regularly travelled to the oasis of Iférouane, in Niger, 
living and working in close contact with Tuareg people and culture. 
Since 1984 she has exhibited her work in galleries and museums in 
Switzerland and she has taken part in exhibitions in Germany, Russia, 
Poland and Italy. She had solo exhibitions at the Museo cantonale 
d’arte in Lugano (1992 and 2002) and the Museo d’arte in Mendrisio 
(2005). The volume entitled Stanze e distanze. Opere – Works 
2007-17 has been published in 2021 in the occasion of her exhibition 
at the Erich Lindenberg Art Foundation – Museo Villa Pia in Porza. 
Adriana Beretta lives and works in Bellinzona.

Biographical notes



Stefania Beretta (b. 1957)
She specialised in photography at the Centro professionale in 
Lugano (now Centro scolastico per le industrie artistiche CSIA). 
Since the early 1980s she has travelled widely in Europe, Asia 
(particularly in India) and America. From the end of the decade, she 
started working on regular commissions to document Ticino’s 
historical and architectural heritage. She spent much of 1994 in Paris 
on a scholarship from the SPSAS, and similar opportunities allowed 
her to spend residencies at Europos Parkas in Vilnius (1998) and in 
London (2005). In 1997 she participated in the Saint Gotthard 
photography campaign promoted by the Fondazione Galleria 
Gottardo in Lugano. She was among the 28 photographers featured 
in Photo Suisse (2004), an exploration of Swiss photography in the 
form of a book, a travelling exhibition and a series of documentary 
films. She has had many regular exhibitions of her work, with over 20 
solo shows at private and institutional venues, mainly in Switzerland, 
Italy and Germany, and similarly numerous publications. Distinctive 
features of her work include her use of the diptych, the elaboration of 
negatives, the psychological intensity instilled in inanimate objects, 
with expressionist or metaphysical effects, and recently her use of 
sewing on printed photographs, displayed in 2018 at the Galerie 
Monika Wertheimer in Oberwil and in September 2021 at the 
Sharevolution Contemporary Art gallery in Genoa. Stefania Beretta 
lives and works in Verscio, near Locarno. 

Aenne Biermann (1898-1933)
Aenne Biermann, pseudonym of Anna Sibilla Sternfeld, was born in 
Goch, on the Lower Rhine, where she received an education in culture 
and music. She is a self-taught photographer, married to Herbert 
Joseph Biermann, who was also an art lover, and with whom she had 
two children: Helga and Gershon, that are the main subject of her 
photographs. She is considered one of the major proponents of ‘New 
Photography’ as she developed her own markedly modern pictorial 
style that established her position as a representative of contemporary 
avant-garde photography within a very short time. Clear structures, 
precise compositions with light and shadow, as well as cropped 
images focusing on specific details are characteristic of Biermann’s 
photography. She died prematurely in 1933, but was represented in 
ground-breaking exhibitions during her lifetime, such as the 
Werkbundausstellung Film und Foto (1929). Her artworks are held in 
major museums worldwide, such as the Pinakothek der Moderne in 
Munich, Tate Modern in London and the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York.

Mariapia Borgnini (b. 1952)
Mariapia Borgnini trained at the Scuola magistrale in Locarno 
(1968–72) and worked as a teacher before attending the Accademia 
di Belle Arti di Brera in Milan (1978–82). During this period, she headed 
the Viganello youth club, where she organised and staged sociocultural 
and recreational activities. In 1985 she won the Premio Giubileo Unione 
di Banche Svizzere and the following year she held her first solo 
exhibition of paintings and drawings at the Galleria Arf-Art in Jesi 
(Ancona). In 1989 she made her first sculpture-objects and since then 
she has taken part in collective and solo shows at private galleries, 
exhibition spaces, cultural centres and museums in Switzerland and 
abroad. In 1996 she exhibited her work at the Centre culturel suisse in 
Paris. She has won various competitions for art interventions, including 
those for the Dufour University in Geneva (1996, with Gianfredo Camesi) 
and the one for the courtyard of the Cantonal Library in Bellinzona 
(1998, with Daniele Garbarino). Between 1994 and 2000 she set up 
the photo-language laboratories at the Scuola del pretirocinio di 
integrazione. Since 2000 she has worked as an educational psychologist 
with troubled youths at the Scuola del pretirocinio d’orientamento and 
has published several books on the topic. She was a member of the 
Federal Art Commission between 2001 and 2009 and has been a 
member of the jury of the Swiss Exhibition Award since 2005.  
In 2013 she had a solo exhibition at the Museo cantonale d’arte in 
Lugano. She has also worked as an educational psychologist since 
2011. Her expressive media range from photography and painting to 
sculpture, installation and video art. Maria Pia Borgnini lives and works 
in Lugano.



Miriam Cahn (b. 1949)
After studying graphic design at the Schule für Gestaltung in Basel 
(1968-73), Miriam Cahn worked as a drawing teacher and scientific 
draughtswoman; she has been an independent artist since 1976. In the 
same year she participated in the anti-nuclear and women’s movements; 
these activities included acting as a delegate for the OFRA 
(Organisation für die Sache der Frau) at the Warsaw Peace Congress. 
Her first exhibition in 1977 (Galerie Stampa, Basel) was followed by 
numerous solo and group shows throughout Europe. In 1982, Miriam 
Cahn was invited to documenta 7, but withdrew her contribution before 
the opening due to an unexpected curatorial intervention by Rudi Fuchs. 
In 1984, she took part in the Venice Biennale. Cahn lived in Berlin from 
1985 to 1989, when she returned to Basel. She has received numerous 
awards among which are: Karl-Ströher-Preis; the Käthe-Kollwitz-Preis 
of the Akademie der Künste, Berlin, in 1998; the Prix Meret Oppenheim 
in 2005 and in 2013 the newly created Basel Art Prize. In her paintings, 
the expressive lines of the drawings are replaced by the explosive 
energy of colour, which becomes the de facto bearer of emotion.  
In intense combinations of pink, red, blue, yellow and green, the artist 
imbues her pictures with fiery radiance and makes her subjects glow as 
if from within. Her technique is mostly pastel-like and cloudy, the 
contours frequently blurred, rendering the motifs with a strangely alien 
physicality. Identification with the female figure remains a central theme, 
but the representation can be ambiguously modified. The artist lives in 
Bregaglia (Canton of Grisons).

Ivana Falconi (b. 1970)
After completing her early education at the Centro scolastico per le 
industrie artistiche (CSIA) in Lugano, she attended the Accademia di 
Belle Arti di Brera in Milan (1993–97). Her studies and research have 
taken her to Tokyo and New York, and she has shown her work both in 
Switzerland and abroad. She has spent artist residences in Yerevan, 
Armenia (2001), Belgrade (2003) and Tokyo (2005). Her output is 
characterized by an eccentric creative form that lies somewhere 
between modified ready-made and painting. Her works often have a 
kitsch, playful, absurd or eclectic side, and consist largely of curious 
objects gathered from all over the world. Her most important solo 
shows include those at the Galleria Anita Ammann in Locarno (2010), 
the Museo cantonale d’arte in Lugano (2011) and the EGO Gallery in 
Lugano (2013). Ivana Falconi lives and works in New York.

Luisa Figini (b. 1954)
After growing up in Mendrisiotto, she firstly trained in France, at the 
École nationale des beaux-arts in Bourges (1981–83), and then at what 
is today the Haute école d’art et design in Geneva (1998–2002), where 
she lived between 2004 and 2007. In 1989 she met Rolando 
Raggenbass and the profound dialogue and great creative force that 
was established between the two artists played an important role in 
tracing an artistic path distinguished by an intimate relationship with 
materials and experimentation with various media. Figini’s work revolves 
around three fundamental elements: the object, the body, the 
relationship. Since the mid-1990s she has been combining organic and 
inorganic materials (hair, animal bladders and intestines, wax, synthetic 
netting) to create installations that have a strong sensorial impact. ln 
1994 and 1998 she made extended working trips to Lithuania, where 
she won two awards at the Panevėžys  International Ceramic 
Symposium. She has received various prizes and has exhibited her work 
regularly in Switzerland and abroad since 1985. Her latest solo shows 
have been held at the Museo Vincenzo Vela in Ligornetto (2015) and at 
the architects’ Studio Meyer e Piattini in Lamone (2018–19). Her most 
recent works are video installations. 

Ruth Ann Fredenthal (b. 1938)
Fredenthal was born in Detroit and grew up mostly in Vermont. She is a 
graduate of Bennington College where she studied with Paul Feeley 
and Tony Smith. She was a Fulbright Scholar in Painting to Florence, 
and a recipient of the Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant (2008). 
Fredenthal has always been committed to formal abstract oil 
painting. Her vision is to create paintings of timelessness, beauty 
and complexity while sustaining the classical Renaissance tradition 
into today’s pure painting realm. Since the early 1970’s, she has 
pursued a deep investigation of the micro-tonalities of pure color and 



their subtle relationships within a highly complex color field using 
traditional oil painting techniques.
Fredenthal is a leading painter in the third collection of Count Panza 
di Biumo in Italy. Her paintings are held in numerous public 
collections such as The Albright-Knox Art Gallery of Buffalo, NY, the 
Villa Panza of Varese, Italy and the Museo di arte moderna e 
contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto. 

Silvia Gertsch (b. 1963)
After having qualified as a teacher (1984), she attended the 
Hochschule für Kunst in Berne (1987–89). Active as an independent 
artist since 1988, she has chosen the ancient popular technique of 
reverse painting on glass as her expressive medium. She has received 
various awards and scholarships and has been staging solo shows and 
participating in important collective exhibitions since 1990. In 1992 
she met Xerxes Ach, with whom she established an intense 
professional and personal relationship that continues to this day. Silvia 
Gertsch’s production normally takes the form of series, whose starting 
points – particularly in the most recent works – are freeze frames from 
videos that she has made herself. Her favourite subjects include visual 
experiences from everyday life. The artist is interested not so much in 
the motif, but in the effects of light and its influence on the perception 
of reality. The transposition of light – by definition immaterial – onto 
the pictorial medium of glass via colour gives rise to works with an 
unreal, suspended atmosphere imbued with mystery. Silvia Gertsch 
lives and works in Zurich and Cenate Sotto, near Bergamo.

Gloria Graham (b. 1940)
Gloria Graham’s work is inspired by science, patterns of nature, time 
and social justice issues. Born in Beaumont, Texas, she received her 
Bachelor of Fine Arts from Baylor University in 1962 and studied 
painting in Paris. Her work is represented in numerous public 
collections including the Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo; the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Houston and the New Mexico Museum of Art, Santa Fe. Her 
many series include the drawings Molecules on Paper, the Gandhi 
Project, featuring photographs of the covers of six volumes of writings 
by Mahatma Gandhi printed on hand-woven cotton, and Simultaneity 
of Time, graphite drawings in circular patterns recording the artist’s 
breath. Graham’s drawings and paintings are often based on the 
molecular structure of crystals and minerals. Like scientific portraits, 
Graham has used the likes of iron, garnet, beryl, and salt, as well as 
nickel, as her subjects. Graham also works in photography, painting 
and sculpture. Gloria Graham lives in New Mexico.

Florence Henri (1893-1982)
Born in New York in 1893, Florence Henri left the United States 
permanently at age two, following the death of her mother, and spent her 
childhood constantly traveling between Silesia (then part of Germany), a 
convent school in Paris, and family homes in London and the Isle of 
Wight. Trained as a pianist, she studied music with Ferruccio Busoni in 
Rome and became acquainted with important figures of the Italian 
Futurist movement. She relocated to Berlin during World War I, and 
abandoned her musical career to pursue painting. Denied entry into 
France in 1924 and declared “stateless,” Henri attained Swiss 
citizenship through a hasty marriage to a Swiss domestic servant. She 
moved to Paris by 1925, and began studying painting with André Lhote 
and Fernand Léger, working in the visual idiom of late cubism.
In 1927, Henri enrolled as a non-matriculating student at the Bauhaus in 
Dessau, where she studied photography for the first time with László 
Moholy-Nagy, developing a close friendship with Lucia Moholy, who 
strongly encouraged Henri’s experimentation with the camera. Henri’s 
manipulation of mirrors, prisms, and reflective objects to frame, isolate, 
double, and otherwise interact with her subjects – one of the most 
distinctive and experimental features of her photographic work – often 
confounds the viewers’ ability to distinguish between reality and 
reflection. The results of her technical and formal experimentations 
showcase her as one of the major protagonists of modern photography. 
Henri participated in prominent international photography exhibitions of 
the time, including “Fotografie der Gegenwart” (1929), “Film und Foto” 
(1929), and “Das Lichtbild” (1930). 



Roni Horn (b. 1955)
Born in New York, Roni Horn received her Bachelor degree from the 
Rhode Island School of Design in Providence, and she then 
specialised with a Master at Yale University, in New Haven. Using 
drawing, photography, installation, sculpture and literature, Horn’s 
work consistently questions and generates uncertainty to thwart 
closure, engaging with many different concerns and materials. The 
multifaceted nature of identity, meaning, and perception, as well as the 
notion of doubling is her longstanding interest across her oeuvre: 
issues which continue to propel her practice. Notions of identity and 
mutability are also explored within Horn’s photography. Her projects 
are built upon her explorations into the effects of multiplicity on 
perception and memory, and the implications of repetition and 
doubling, which remains central to her work. Her solo exhibitions have 
been recently shown at Pola Museum of Art in Japan (2021), at the 
Kunsthaus Göttingen in Germany (2021), at the Fondation Beyeler in 
Basel (2020) and at the i8 Gallery in Iceland (2020). Roni Horn lives 
and works in New York. 

Isabelle Krieg (b. 1971)
She grew up in Fribourg and, after finishing secondary school, went to 
work for a travelling circus, where she had her first experiences in the 
world of theatre and performance. She continued her studies at the 
Scuola Dimitri in Verscio and the Hochschule für Gestaltung und 
Kunst in Lucerne. Since 1998 she has focused on art. The following 
year she won a scholarship that took her to Berlin, where she stayed 
until 2003. She received various awards and held several solo 
exhibitions, including her first one at the Centre PasquArt in Bienne 
(2007), the Museo cantonale d’arte in Lugano (2010) and the 
Kunsthalle in Arbon (2021).
Her language envisages the transformation of objects and situations 
through sometimes absurd combinations of elements taken from 
everyday life or found in nature. Moreover, her production often 
features a wealth of autobiographical references, also expressed 
through performances, in which the artist freely narrates her personal 
experiences. Word plays and their double meanings, but also 
reflections spawned by the meaning of her surname (Krieg means 
“war”), are frequently sources of inspiration for her artworks. Isabelle 
Krieg lives and works in Zurich and Berlin.

Ingeborg Lüscher (b. 1936)
Ingeborg Lüscher spent her wartime childhood between Freiberg, in 
Saxony, and Berlin. She attended Marlise Ludwig’s stage school and 
embarked upon a career in acting, working for the RIAS in Berlin and 
the UFA Cardillac. While touring in Switzerland with the Renaissance-
Theater company, she met Max Lüscher, the Swiss colour 
psychologist, whom she married in 1959, settling in Basel. She 
continued to act and took psychology courses at the Freie Universität 
of Berlin. In 1967 she spent time in India and Prague, where she met 
various literati and artists who would subsequently participate in the 
Prague Spring, and decided to change her life. She moved to Tegna 
and started working as a self-taught artist at Hans Arp’s studio. She 
got to know exponents of the Nouveau Réalistes group, and during a 
trip to New York she also met Christo, Tiny Duchamp, Andy Warhol and 
others. She took part in documenta 5, where she met Harald Szeeman, 
with whom she lived until his death. In 1975 she founded a creative 
school in Tegna. She explored various techniques, such as 
photography, found objects and paintings. She made numerous trips 
to China, Japan and Thailand, and in 1999 started working on videos 
and films, including Fei-Ya! Fei-Ya! (2000) and FUSION (2001). She 
has taught at the l’École supérieure des Arts Visuels (ESAV) in 
Geneva and at the Internationale Sammerakademie für Bildende 
Kunst in Salzburg. Her works have been displayed at various museums 
and foundations, including a retrospective at the Museum Wiesbaden 
(1993), the Aargauer Kunsthaus in Aarau (1996), the Museo di arte 
moderna e contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto (2004) and the 
Kunstmuseum in Solothurn (2016). In 2021 she edited the book on 
Armand Schulthess published by Edizioni Periferia of Lucerne.



Piritta Martikainen (b. 1978)
Born in Finland, living in Switzerland, she is a photographer and a video 
artist, who teaches art subjects at Centro scolastico per le industrie 
artistiche (CSIA) in Lugano. She graduated in Visual Arts in Finland and 
continued her studies at the Akademie der bildenden Künste in Vienna. 
Since 2000 she has participated in exhibitions in Switzerland and 
abroad, for example at the Museum für Angewandte Kunst in Vienna 
(2002), at the Kaapelitehdas in Helsinki (2003), at the FOTOGRAFIA 
- Festival Internazionale in Rome (2006), at the Substitut in Berlin 
(2007), at Villa Dutoit in Geneva and at the Biennale dell’immagine in 
Chiasso (2012). The solo exhibition at the Museo cantonale d’arte in 
Lugano dates back to 2013; in 2018 she exhibited at the Max Frisch 
Bad, Freibad Letzigraben in Zürich. In 2020 her photographs and 
videos were part of the theatrical pièce at the LAC Macbeth, le cose 
nascoste directed by Carmelo Rifici; in the same year at Casa Pessina 
took place the personal exhibition “Vedelle”. The artist’s poetic is 
characterised by the ancestral relationship between mankind and 
nature, embodied by the Scandinavian lands and those of Ticino.

Tina Modotti (1896-1942)
Tina Modotti, whose birth name was Assunta Adelaide Luigia Modotti, 
was born in Udine (Italy). She is a photographer well-known for her 
symbolic close-ups and images of Mexican workers. After spending 
most of her childhood in Austria, in 1913 she became a popular 
actress on the Italian-language stage in the United States. In 1918 she 
moved to Los Angeles with her companion, American artist and writer 
Roubaix de l’Abrie Richey (known as “Robo”). In Los Angeles Modotti 
acted in three silent films and modelled for photographer Edward 
Weston. In 1923 she and Weston moved to Mexico City and opened a 
portrait studio. Modotti’s early images include still lifes, architectural 
studies, and portraits. The couple moved in the same circles as artists 
Diego Rivera and David Alfaro Siqueiros, writer Anita Brenner, and 
other cultural figures. Modotti documented murals by Rivera, José 
Clemente Orozco, and other leading artists. After joining the 
Communist Party in 1927, she made images such as Mexican 
Sombrero with Hammer and Sickle, symbolizing communist ideology 
and marrying formal elegance with highly charged political content. 
Her photographs for the communist newspaper El Machete were 
among the earliest examples of critical photojournalism in Mexico. In 
1929 Modotti was framed for the murder of her companion, Julio 
Antonio Mella, a founder of the Cuban Communist Party, but she was 
then acquitted of it. In 1930 she was jailed for her alleged participation 
in an attempted assassination of Mexican President Pascual Ortiz 
Rubio and was then deported from Mexico. She briefly photographed 
Berlin before moving to Moscow. There she more or less abandoned 
photography in order to devote her energies to the International Red 
Aid, through which she undertook humanitarian work in favour of the 
republic during the Spanish Civil War. After the victory of Franco in 
1939, she fled to France and then to Mexico, where she lived 
semiclandestinely. She died unexpectedly in 1942. 

Ruth Moro (b. 1944)
Ruth Moro grew up in Svitto and Lucerne. She enjoyed an extended 
stay in London with Giancarlo Moro in 1968. The time spent in 
England nurtured and cemented the cultural knowledge of the couple, 
who shared a deep interest in art, design and architecture. Upon their 
return to Switzerland, the Moros settled in Geneva, moving to Ticino in 
1971. Between 1977 and 1980 Ruth trained as an occupational 
therapist. In the early 1990s she discovered the world of handmade 
paper and the art of papermaking became a way of life for her. She 
embarked upon an international programme of study, with workshops 
in France, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands and Japan, in addition 
to Switzerland. She also held courses on paper for the Scuola 
Magistrale in Locarno. She won numerous awards and staged several 
solo exhibitions, including those at the Elisarion in Minusio (1997), the 
Museo cantonale d’arte in Lugano (2011), the WBB Gallery in Zurich 
(2020) and the Museo cantonale di storia naturale in Lugano (2018–
19), to which she donated a corpus of 130 papers, made from almost 
70 plants, the result of 20 years of research into the structure of 
plants. Her works are the fruit of a laborious transformation process, 
which mimics aspects of both the Western and the Far Eastern 
procedures of handmade papermaking. The artist draws on the 



symbolic and, in some cases, also chromatic-pictorial potential of 
plants, originating chiefly from the stems, leaves, bracts and samaras 
of selected species (maple, linden, Firmiana, Equisetum, hydrangea). 

Meret Oppenheim (1913-1985)
Born in Berlin-Charlottenburg, Meret Oppenheim spent her youth in 
the Bernese Jura, southern Germany and Basel, where she attended 
the Rudolf Steiner School. The circles in which her family moved 
enabled her to frequent artists and literary figures, including Emmy 
Hennings, Hugo Ball and Hermann Hesse, to whom her aunt Ruth 
Wenger was briefly married. In 1929, she was impressed by Paul Klee 
abstract works in an exhibition devoted to the Bauhaus in Dessau at 
the Kunsthalle Basel. At 18, she left secondary school in order to 
become an artist. She met the painter Irène Zurkinden and moved with 
her to Paris. Oppenheim attended the Académie de la Grande 
Chaumière, working mostly alone, writing poetry and drawing. She 
made the acquaintance of Pablo Picasso and Alberto Giacometti at 
the Café du Dôme on Boulevard Montparnasse. In 1934, she had a 
love affair with Max Ernst that lasted just under a year. Man Ray’s 
famous series of nude photographs of Meret Oppenheim with a 
copperplate printing press and printer’s ink taken in Louis Marcoussis’ 
studio dates from this period. Giacometti and Jean Arp invited 
Oppenheim to exhibit with them at the Surrealists’ Salon des 
surindépendants. She also went through a period of artistic crisis,  
that lasted from 1936 until 1954, during which she continued to work, 
but destroyed many works or left them unfinished. Between 1937 and 
1939 she attended the Schüle für Gestaltung in Basel, and established 
contacts with Gruppe 33 and Allianz, of which she became a member. 
In 1945, Oppenheim met the businessman Wolfgang La Roche, whom 
she married (1949-67). In 1939, she took part in an exhibition of 
fantastical furniture together with Max Ernst, Leonor Fini and others in 
Paris. It was only in 1950 that Meret Oppenheim was next in touch with 
the Surrealists, but she was disappointed by their dogmatic approach. 
She worked in Bern, where she moved into a studio in 1954. In 1956, 
her work included designing costumes for Daniel Spoerri stage 
production of Picasso’s Desire caught by the tail, in which she also 
played the role of a curtain. She supported women’s rights during the 
feminist debates of the 1970s. Various retrospectives of her work have 
been staged in major museums of the world, and she has obtained 
some of the most important art prizes. In 2005, the Meret Oppenheim 
archives were entrusted to the Kunstmuseum Bern. 

Carole Seborovski (b. 1960)
Born in San Diego, California, she received her Bachelor of Arts from 
the California College of the Arts, in 1982. She continued her studies 
at the New York Studio School, and received her Master of Arts in 
painting from the Hunter College, New York, in 1987. She received a 
grant from The Pollock-Krasner Foundation in 1986, and in 1991 the 
Agnes Bourne Fellowship in Visual Arts in 1990. In the same year she 
was Artist in Residence of the Djerassi Foundation, San Francisco.  
A grant from the National Endowment for the Arts followed in 1991. 
Her work is represented in numerous important public collections 
including the Museum of Modern Art, New York, the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, the Whitney Museum of American Art in 
New York, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the National 
Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. The artist conjoins two different 
worlds in her art. One is the material world of concrete things and 
tangible surfaces, which is perceived through sensation, by touching 
and seeing. The other world is one beyond that of sensation and is 
rather spiritual, immaterial, and transcendental. She often uses 
centred and symmetrical combinations of square, circle, cross, and 
mandala-like forms, ancient symbols of wholeness and unity; as a 
means of integrating fragmentation, balancing opposites and 
transcending duality. Plaster, modelling paste, silicone, vinyl, rope, 
glass, beads, fabric, and enamel are combined creating modernist 
fetishes. Carole Seborovski lives and works in New York.

Margherita Turewicz-Lafranchi (b. 1961)
Born in Szczecin, Poland, she graduated from the Akademia Sztuk 
Pięknych in Warsaw (1980–85). She won numerous scholarships 
through which she worked in Austria, Spain, Germany and Switzerland, 
where she settled in the middle of the 1980s. Her research focuses on 



the use of synthetic materials with a practically eternal life.  
This incorruptible property of the material contrasts with the 
diaphanous structures and forms created by the artist, emphasizing 
their ambiguity and phenomenological mutability, and the relationship 
between form and substance. Imbued with references to Arte Povera 
and the work of the American minimalists, her artworks contain 
reflections on society and the human condition. In 1994 she moved to 
Ticino. Her solo exhibitions include those at the Centre for Contemporary 
Art in Warsaw (1992), the Centrum Rzeźby Polskiej (Centre of Polish 
Sculpture) in Orońsko (1995), the Trinitatiskirche in Cologne (2005), 
the Museo cantonale d’arte in Lugano (2007), the Propaganda Gallery 
in Warsaw (2016) and the Zderzak Gallery in Krakow (2018). 
Margherita Turewicz-Lafranchi lives and works in Bellinzona.

Teres Wydler (b. 1945) 
Born in Berne, during the 1970s she studied at the F+F Schule für 
Kunst und Design and the Schule für Angewandte Linguistik in Zurich. 
In 1983 she received a scholarship from the city of Zurich and moved 
to New York, where she lived until 1987. Her expressive media range 
from painting, sculpture and photography to video and installation. The 
central themes of Teres Wydler’s work include the relationships 
between humans and nature, nature and culture, and naturalness and 
artificiality, which she explores by adding organic elements to her 
works, also drawing on her self-taught knowledge in the field of natural 
sciences. Constant features of her production include the reference to 
light: an essential element of her work as a photographer and video 
maker, and of her light installations. Since the 1990s she has carried 
out several art interventions, including that at the National Youth 
Sports Centre in Tenero (2001). She has also participated in numerous 
collective exhibitions and solo shows, including the ones at the Museo 
cantonale d’arte (2007) and the Erich Lindenberg Art Foundation – 
Museo Villa Pia in Porza (2018-19). Teres Wydler lives and works in 
Zurich and Intragna, near Locarno.
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